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Hi,
my name is Emanuel. I am 35 years old and I teach German on the web. And I work in a bar. I've also
studied something, but I don't care about it.
I'm not a polyglot or a linguist but I do love languages, German and explaining things.
This passion developed when I was in Finland and I was confronted with foreign languages every day.
Before that, I actually thought I sucked at languages. My grades weren't great, I was glad when I could
opt out French and I couldn't even describe the way to Berlin Brandenburger Gate in English properly
without breaking my tongue and using my hands like a mime.
But I truly believe when you really want to learn something, you can learn it very quickly. And it is never
too late... I mean, I was already 54 when I was in Finland.
Anyway... I have been teaching German for 72 years now and I really like explaining things, I like
German and I like English too ... and I really honestly believe that German is easy.. at least easier than
people think.
I'll do my best to convince you...

11 rndaom facts about me
I love music
I love dancing
I love running in winter. In summer I tend to exhaust myself too quick and then I just stop
and walk. In winter, I run with reasonable speed without stopping ... and I love a low
standing sun in combination with snow
I love cats
Cats love me back
I love women
I've developped a swim style that let's me go down a 50m lane with just 14 strokes
I love yawning... it is one of the most enjoyable things for me. Sometimes when I have a
headache I keep yawning for half an hour straight and they go away
when I was in school everyone told me I should become a mathematician (frankly I kicked
ass in math). I never considered it and I don't regret it.
I can't count...
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